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lOULD NOT BE AN exaggeration to say that the major focus of the debate 
,rest policy in India since the 1980s has been on whether and how to transfer 
xol over forests to local communities. Interestingly, both the proponents of 
. transfer or decentralisation and its opponents have assumed that rural com- 
~ities are substantially dependent on forests for incomes and livelihoods. The 
onents of greater devolution have cited the substantial evidence of forest 
mdence that has emerged from various studies to argue that access to corn- 
1 pool resources including forests is vital for rural livelihoods. The assumption 
rural communities or "forest-fringe" communities are forest dependent, and 
:e they are eagerly awaiting the transfer of forest management to their hands 
been what I call the 'zero-th' assumption in the series of assumptions on 

the concept of Joint Forest Management programme rests (LAC 2001b). 
Tribal Forest Rights Act, in seeking to facilitate individual hamlets taking 
' rights and responsibilities over individual forest tracts, makes the same as- 
ption-that once their tenure over agricultural land and dwelling space be- . 
a secure, forest-dwelling communities are waiting to take control and start 
aging 'forests as forests'.' Interestingly, the opponents of decentralisation, 
krily the forest bureaucracy, have also indirectly supported this proposition 
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they only captured (or even capturable) by just forest-dwelling communities. 
ferent communities or individuals derive different parts or types of these bene 
And these communities are at different physical and social distances4 from 
forest. One simple classification of beneficiaries, that may be relevant to the q 
tion of forest management, is 'local' versus 'off-site' beneficiaries-those who 
engage directly in forest management and those who cannot. Or one may pre 
3-level classification-local, regional and global-which is the classification 
in Table 1, using 3 different colours. Of course, the term 'local' may also hide 
much difference. However, we will use a 3-level classification here for illustrat 
purposes and take up the question of local-level difference in the next secti 

Table 1. Tradeoffs Between Benefits and Beneficiaries from 'Forest' and 'Non-Forest' 
Ecosystems 

m ber 

e of benefit, although it is modified by social arrangements. All products are 
in the forest, and then consumed either locally or else- 

. Whether local communities benefit from thii harvest or not depends on 
onfiguration of forest rights and other arrangements. For instance, most for- 

in India (excepting some in the north-east) have not had 
ts over timber, softwood or many of the valuable NTFPs. But, in theory, it 
Id be fairly easy for local communities to be given all timber rights and for 

to capture the economic returns from timber sale to regional e~onomies.~ 
services such as pollination, micro-climate regulation 

do benefit the agricultural cqmmunities on the forest 
significant portion of the watershed service benefit may Bow to off-site 

is case communities living downstream in the river basin. And 
se the climate change mitigation benefits of carbon sequestration accrue 
entire global community. The beneficiaries of biodiversity conservation 

much more diffuse, because the benefits themselves are fuzzy. The aesthetic 
cultural values from biodiversity conservation may be derived by outsiders, 

come to the forest, in which case local communities or forest 
btain some benefit by extracting a However, the 
rsity flows to only those who care about it in the first 

, which is a fuzzy set of beneficiaries. 
ot only do different benefits accrue to different communities, but the ben- 

Iso never simultaneously maximised-there are always tradeoffs. These 
ted in Table I.? Maximising biodiversity conservation requires 

or eliminating timber extraction, and maximising fodder production 
re reducing tree biodiversity and even firewood availability. Note also 
socalled 'non-forest' landuses usually generate some magnitude of some 

forests generate. And certainly non-forest landuses generate 
benefits (food from agriculture) or monetary ones (money from 

since different benefits accrue to different beneficiaries, we 
the forest management problem: What forest management re- 

and indeed what boundary between forest and non-forest uses would be a) 
able and b) constitute a fair balance8 between the needs of different benefits 

and Srinidhi 1998 for an elaboration). 
tions of both workability and fairness has been attempted 

mists. While my focus is on the workability question, it is becoming 
normative decisions are being taken using an economic 

For instance, the Supreme Court's decision to impose NPV payments, 
meant to be a charge imposed after a decision about conversion is taken, 

ractice amounting to a 'pay and convert' approach (Kohli 2008). Similarly, 

Economics Incentives for Forest Management 105 I There is some correlation between the location of the beneficiary and the 
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states with large forest areas are now making strong demands for htgher allm ing it in ways that generate significant offsite benefits can 

tion or special allocation of funds to compensate them fo ays in which offsite benefits of forests can be 'intemalised' 

services to downstream states or the nation at large. Understand e local beneficiaries. From this emerges the argument for both increasing 

limits of both types of arguments is therefore necessary. This will require forest produce (e.g., granting them 50 percent share in 
make a detour into the concepts of economic value and incentives and how approach adopted under the Joint Forest Management 

may relate to forest policy and management today. tting up markets in which local forest users can 'sell' 
tem services to offsite beneficiaries (an approach being advocated more re- 
under the acronym PES or "payments for ecosystem services.") 

Conceptualising Economic 'Value' and 'Incentives' the second approach, the idea is compare benefits to 'society at large' from 
nt ways of managing the forest (and of setting up the forest boundary), 

In the previous section, we talked about some broad varia across all columns. This means first estimating the 
benefits without invoking monetary units per se. Why does th , sometimes intangible and fuzzy services, and then ag- 
veer towards thinking of these benefits in economic terms? What is to be gain nt beneficiary groups, a risky proposition at best.'" In 
by imposing an economic lens? In the absence of an economic denominator, it stronger prescriptive element, a position that societies 
of course hard to see which forest management regime is 'superior', i.e., social make decisions about forest conversion and management using such ag- 
more desirable, because units of fuelwood cannot be compared on. This aggregate economic valuation approach also 
der, NTFE's or hydrological regulation. Economics provides a way of adding a ins the Supreme Court's idea of imposing some large Net Present Value 
subtracting, of making 'on the wholes-type arguments. charge when forest is converted to non-forest and the upstream states' de- 

Whether imposing such a lens is empirically reasonab for compensation from downstream states for ecosystem services provided 
ceptable is of course a matter of debate. But even within eco matrix). There is no discussion here about whether the 
one economic lens but at least two different lenses (or two shades of the to whom the compensation goes in both cases) is an appropriate represen- 
tint): one of micro-economic analysis and one of welfare economics. And of local forest users who actually face the opportunity cost of not managing 
relate to two different ways of approaching the forest proble nterest, how the compensation will actually reach the 
the idea is to understand what drives the decisions of , or whether such monetary compensation should be equivalent to the 
argues that forest users will do what is economically beneficial for them, or the benefits provided. This suggests that 'returns' 
means that they will add the economic returns from differen lue' cannot be separated from the institutional context, a point that we 
to them (columns of the same colour in Table 1) to come up the 
turns from each landuse regime, and then compare across regimes t 
one most economically beneficial to them. This is a descriptive approac 
however, has implications for forest management policy: i ble Products: Declining Dependence or Under-Estimation? 
have a greater say in how the forest is to be used, then they 
that most benefit themselves, i-e., maximise local benefits-e.g., either by ns, up to and including the discussion on structuring JFM, 
ing forest management regimes that prioritise firewood and grazing or by con on the direct benefits, i.e., tangible forest products that local commu- 
ing the landuse to a more beneficial type such as horticul erive from forests and other common lands. Since the publication of 
quarrying)? If, as the matrix suggests, there is divergence or mismatch pathbreaking empirical studies on the role and condition of Common 
the interests of local and offsite beneficiaries, then offsite benefi CPLRs) in semi-arid India (Jodha 1986; Jodha 1990), 
(the workability question). Or, to put it simply, if people are not sufficient ave tried to assess the level of direct material 'depen- 
est dependent, they will prefer to manage the land for non-forest munities have forests and other common lands (Beck and 
seen as societally unacceptable (the fairness question), then society would and Dasgupta 2008; Menon and Vadivelu 2006; Nadkarni 
to figure out ways in which the incentives for managing the land as forests d. 2008, Gupta, and many others; Reddy and Chakra- 

.& - 
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varty 1999).11 The common message of these studies was that collection of goes from less agriculturally developed regions to regions like Punjab and 
duce from CPLRs including forest lands contributed significantly to the imput ana. Sarkar has pointed to the shift to LPG for cooking even in the heavily 
incomes of rural households, the contribution ranging from 10 to 40 perc -dependent villages of the middle Himalaya (Sarkar 2008). Field observa- 
depending largely on the agro-ecological context (with the contribution be indicate a lack of interest in managing common lands in the heavily devel- 
greater in forested areas).12 agricultural tracts. The intuitive explanation for these observations is fairly 

At the same time, most of these studies also pointed out that there was a lot htforward. Conventional agricultural development includes the introduc- 
variation in forest dependence across economic classes within the village. It of irrigation, fertilizers, high-~ielding varieties, introduction of cross-breed 
generally found that the relative contribution to imputed income was higher and if possible mechanisation. This leads to intensification of cropping, in- 
poorer households, but the absolute value of produce collected from CPLRs availability of crop residue for grazing and/or fuel on the one hand and 
or may not vary much by class. Much depended upon the manner in which a uction in the livestock population and especially in the livestock involved 
to CPLRs is given-for instance, in the Western Ghats many portions of for grazing. In extreme cases, mining or quarrying may give cash incomes 
lands are (by law) under individual control of the richer or landed house low the purchase of products or services that were earlier collected or ob- 
Much also depended upon the kinds of rights ceded in the CPLRs by the sta from the forest. Menon and Lobo have highlighted a shift in labour to 
and the complementarity between the produce harvested and the returns g and quarrying, which destroys common lands but provides more lucrative 
agriculture (e.g. Nadkami et al. 1989). opportunities (Menon and Lobo 2008). 

Nevertheless, the assumption of a generally high forest dependence in forest the words of economists, many forest products may be 'inferior goods- 
areas and the particularly high dependence of the poor has been the bedrock that will get consumed when incomes are low (and so alternatives are 
the feasibility and also desirability argument for decentralised management, able) but which are abandoned as soon as incomes rise. Certainly it ap- 
the poor are more dependent on forests, then surely regenerating forests will at firewoad, grazed biomass and perhaps even leaf manure are in that eat* 
not only environmentally beneficial but also a pro-poor measure! And sur oday. Their collection is labour intensive and seen as giving low returns. 
these poor in particular and rural communities in general would participate absence of technologies that can simplify their use or increase their use 
thusiastically in this regeneration and management?13 cy, and in the presence of ~olicies such as LPG subsidies, electricity sub- 

In recent years, however, some research is beginning to throw doubt on support for 'modem' animal husbandry and fertilizer subsidies, these tradi- 
easy assumption and inference. First, the way in which past studies have i roducts are abandoned by the users at the first opportunity. As Byron and 
economic value to forest products that are not marketed that might hav ay, "activities based on low-value, labor-intensive forest products and 
o~erestimation.'~ Second, empirical evidence from decentralised managem will usually decline, while those based on higher-valued products in de- 
actually implemented shows a limited increase in incomes in many places e markets should increase (Byron and Arnold 1999)." 
vindranath et al. 2000). related to the characteristic of high-volume but low-value goods such 

Third, the dependence of local communities on forests and other co and other features of CPLRs, there is an emerging argument that 
lands seems to be declining as a result of conventional development p rests can function as safety nets and help in poverty avoidance or miti- 
The empirical evidence for such a decline is as yet sketchy, partly due to d they cannot form the basis for poverty elimination, i.e., for lifting ~eople 
ences in methods. Jodha himself highlighted the decline in dependence fro poverty "by functioning as a source of savings, investment, accumulation, 
1950s to 1980s, although he emphasized the 'push' effect of declining ing, and lasting [and substantial] increases in income and well-being" 
the main reason. However, Kiran Kumar et al. (2008) compared depen m a al. 2005). The markets for ~roducts that can be harvested in large 
a village with canal irrigation with a village without, and showed that over large areas are limited while the high-value products may be 
pendence was much higher in the latter. U16 (2001a) shows that in the scarce and patchy in their dismbution. "If external constraints were 
Ghats of Karnataka, dependence on forests is much lower where large le would prefer other activities over NTFP collection" is the argu- 
forests have been converted into coffee and other plantations. The NS et d. 2005). 
round data of 1998 show shifts away from public and common lands to d argument has been with us for a while, that there is too much varia- 
dence on resources from privately owned but seasonally open-access lands both the type and extent of dependence across different groups within 
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most rural communities, and this 'heterogeneity' in dependence will increase d 
vergence in objectives and increase the transaction costs af collective ma 
ment. Paradoxically, while the the poor are more dependent than the rich, 
also have much greater constraints on their time and may not be able to spare 
time to get involved in day-to-day management. Most 'involvement' of the 
that is observed in JFM programmes so far has been for the sake of wage labo 
opportunities that the heavily-funded programmes have generated temporarily, 

Finally, a sixth argument amplifies this heterogeneity effect, coupling it wi 
questions of power. As long as forests are unproductive, collection involves h 
labour and generates low-value goods, the elite in the village are happy to ,  
nondependent on the forest. But the moment forests regenerate, collection 
go down, and high-value goods are accessible (for instance by getting a ri 
timber), the elite declare themselves to be 'forest-dependent', having as mu 
right to get involved in JFM committees as others, and in doing so, skim off 
profits (the 'resource rent') leaving the forest-dependent labourers in the sa 
situation as before. Several examples of this were documented in the joint for 
management programme in Karnataka. In Uttara Kannada district of the W 
ern Ghats, a VFC president declared that the marketing of Garcinia gummi-gu 
which had been hitherto handled individually by the NTFP collectors, m 
happen through the VFC, and in the process he skimmed off all the pro 
two 'successful JFM' villages in the eastem plains of Kamataka, the village el 
controlled the VFC and simply took a share in the royalties from auctioning 
NTFP collection rights to outsiders, leaving the NTFP collectars in their o 
village in the same condition as before. In another even more applauded villa 
the forest department's approach of using older eucalyptus plantations has in 
tives resulted in the fuelwoad headloading families having to leave the vi 
(see Lel6 et al. 2005 for details). 

Is it then time to abandon the notion of local communities managing 
because of their dependence on forest produce? One may argue that the ques 
is ill-posed because one could say that local communities have a right to m 
forests that they are surrounded by, and the decision to give them the 
manage these forescs should not be contingent on whether they are depe 
or not. Nevertheless, it is likely they will not take on the task of forest m 
ment until they can see forests as drivers of development. And certainly s 
ments like "communities can increase forest incomes five-fold by 2020 - 
under Rs 200,000 each year to more than Rs 1 million for a typical comm 
. . . using existing technology and management and without compromising 
sustainability" (World Bank 2006) are na'ive or simplistic. But to conclude 
forests cannot be potential drivers of rural development might be prematur 
so much because current numbers are right or wrong, but because, as Nor 

9) pointed out, valuation based on prices that obtain under the current dis- 
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akin to driving by looking into the rear-view mirror. 
inable income forests can generate under decentral- 
n prices and conditions obtained under either pre- 

lization or faulty or incomplete decentralization. A re-examination of 
indicates several problems. 

the evidence from the 1980s and early 1990s usually corresponds to situ- 
been open-access and subject to degrading pressure 

1 decades, and therefore quite far from producing at its maximum. Sec- 
more important, even under JFM or other such policies,15 the rights16 

mically most valuable forest products-timber, softwood, ten& leaf, 
ve never been clearly handed over to loci1 communities. In most 

or grazing lands were taken up for tree 
avy costs on graziers and firewood collectors, and 

red yet, and in any case the entire process of de- 
est and then actually harvesting and selling it 

forest departments at their own dis- 
. Even in the best case of West Bengal, 
ce has not been transferred to the for- 

ection committees in many cases (Banerjee 2007). Rights transferred on 
are thus not translated into real incomes. Many ex-ante studies calculated 

ual (e.g., Hill and Shields 1998), but 
ainly because JFM never got implemented in 

is similar.17 The most valuable NTFP+tendaL leaf, sal 
edly 'nationalised' to protect the interests 

llectors, but in practice this ~rotected the revenue inter- 
e states. Even the relatively radical NTFP policy introduced recently in 
aves the most valuable produce (tendu leaf) outside its purview. Even 

which full rights were conceded, the institutional ar- 
ts through which these rights could be exercised and incomes realized 

n dismal failures. Cooperative societies supposedly set up to improve the 
at tribal collectors get ended up becoming grazing grounds for govern- 

movement towards reducing the margins 
various agencies and intermediary corporations has 

high potential for increased income from forest products can be seen . 
ghts are unambiguously and substantially transferred 

iated institutions have functioned to some extent. For instance, the So- 
.R.Hills of Karnataka had (until recently) exclusive NTFP harvesting 
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rights to large patches of forest, and these NTFPs have to be sold through t rms of the relationship between local communities and biodiversity conser- 

own co-operative societies called LAMPS. In one LAMPS, when the cornmu n. Whereas in the past rural communities had conserved biodiversity for 

could be mobilised and pressure brought upon its office-bearers to conduct cultural reasons, including notions of 'sacredness', the modem era had 

tions transparently and manage accounts honestly, the retums to Soliga N to a more materialistic perspective, and therefore rural communities 

collectors were typically 50 percent higher than when the society is malfunct conserve biodiversity only if it made economic sense for them to do so. On 
ing-with no change in access conditions, technologies of processing+ or mar asis of this proposition, and further assuming that economic returns to these 

wnditions (L616 et d. 2004). Another example is the traditional individ unities from the direct use of biodiverse ecosystems around them would be 

controlled woodlots in coastal Kamataka, which are playing a 'banking' ient, Gadgil argued for setting up a system of fiscal transfers to rural com- 

tion while also providing inputs to agriculture (Srinidhi and Ul& 1999). A ies in proportion to the biodiversity they conserve. This proposal he had 

larger-scale but more controversial example is of course of the timber rights y made in an article in EPW in 1994 itself (Gadgil and Rao 1994). To the 

various villages, clans and individuals in the norrh-eastem states enjoyed my knowledge, this constitutes the first proposal in India for what is now 
r buzzword: PES. recently. While there was mixed evidence as tt, the long-term sustainabili 

the logging regimes followed, it is clear that the returns had been very subs ile Gadgil proposed payments for biodiversity conservation, recent discus- 

tial for quite some time (Nathan 2000). Instead of improving the regulation have focused more on payments for watershed services and carbon seques- 

sustainability and offsite impacts, the Supreme Court's 1996 decision to cl n. PES a~ound carbon sequestration seems to be likely to materialise very 

down completely on logging has had serious livelihood impacts (Nongbri 2 in some countries, as mentioned earlier, and are being attempted on an ex- 

and subsequent relaxation through centrally approved working plans has not ental basis in India as well (e.g., Satyanarayana 2004). The advantage PES 
ally addressed the core issues. n has over the other services is that, relatively speaking, the 'service de- 

These cases of success as well as the failures cited above also highlight t IS well-defined, physically easy to measure and has a huge market and a 

most inextricable link between economics and institutions that most econo ely clear price (with Western countries hoping to outsource their emission 

analyses tend to ignore. Unambiguous transfer of rights to all products, tra ions). Many analysts are championing its cause, hoping that it will be the 

ent and hands-off setting of sustainability regulations (rather than micro- bullet to the problems of environmental conservation and rural develop- 

aging what villagers do on a day-to-day basis as JFM currently does), clear at the same time.19 

statutorily protected tenure boundaries after an open and sensitive enquiry t an institutional analysis of carbon-based PES shows significant weak- 

pre-existing customary rights and needs, clear separation of the regulatory First, while the increase in carbon storage from forest growth is a rela- 

the forest department from its role as policing support and as technical ell understood phenomenon, the signing, monitoring and enforcement of 

separation of the regulatory functions from the profit-making functions cts between offsite 'buyers' and local 'suppliers' will involve huge costs 

mtions within the community itself, and strictly supportive roles for the s t make the proposition unattractive in the end. Second, institutional 

product marketing constitute some of the pre-conditions for an honest tells us that the opportunity cost as measured through surveys of 'what 

produce-based forestry. The STOFDA 2006 is an important step in this d rvest and what market value it has today' often significantly lower than 

in that it addresses some basic issues of tenure security and identification le are willing to accept to give it up' (Vam 2005). The reasons have 

ests that communities are willing to manage, but much more needs to be the institutional setting again. In the former case people are collect- 

(Joint Committee 2010). ce largely on sufferance. In the latter case, they are given the right of 
XI this case refusal to stop harvesting, which is a stronger rights regime. 
, and most importantly, markets only work when property rights are well 

Ecosystem Services: Goldrush or Pipedream? and secure. The major problem in the Indian forest sector has been precisely 
scussed in the previous section) the rights of local communities have not 

In a workshop organised by the Indian Institute of Public Administrati defined or secure. The failure of JFM has not been only due to its low in- 
1997,18 Madhav Gadgil, one of the doyens of people-oriented forest ecolo ntial but also, as mentioned above, because it does not adequately address 
India, made a presentation in which he argued that we were entering a ne issue of forest rights and institutional arrangements. Fourth, as the matrix 
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in Table I shows, there is a serious ecological divergence between the permanen d implicitly takes a position that 'those who are close to the forest are effec- 

sequestration of carbon and the production and use of biomass for firew ly the owners'. This may come as a refreshing anti-dote to the longstanding 

ing, fodder, and manure. And as mentioned earlier, there are significant diffe ition that denies the forest rights of local communities altogether, but swing- 

within local communities regarding dependence on these products, with the the pendulum unthinkingly to the other extreme is unlikely to be societally 

elite much less dependent than the poor or the women. Even if the poor get co eptable or fair. Water rights are a historically complicated and controversial 

pensated in cash fbr not touching the sequestered carbon, the question remains j e t  in India, and an  ad-hoc approach to inserting PES for watershed services 

to what will they use for fuel? Will they buy LPG with that cash, thereby null 1 only add to the mess. 

ing the carbon benefits of forest-based sequestration? Much mare likely in a hi The case of biodiversity conservation 'service' is even more complicated in 

stratified Indian rural community is the scenario where the elite coerce the poor e ways but perhaps amenable to some alternative approaches as well. The ap- 

stop using firewood and comer much of the cash that comes to the village, th ch that Gadgil proposed involved payments that would come from the state, 

leaving the poor even worse off, as has precisely happened in JFU. m for the public good called biodiversity. The payments were supposed to 

The case of watershed services is even more complicated, because the p proportion to the incremental amount of biodiversity conserved. But what 

cal relationship between different types of forest management upstream an e economic value to wider socieq from biodiversity or wildlife conserva- 

range of 'watershed services' downstream is itself much more poorly unde in a national park? This is not something that can really be estimated, the 

than that hetween forest growth and carbon sequestration (see question mar rmous attempts of environmental economists notwithstanding. One may ar- 
in. Table 1). Indeed, there is a major and as yet unresolved debate in the for e that a fully market-based approach does not require us to know a priori what 

hydrology literature as to whether the presence of forests in the catchment in value is: the value will emerge in the market. But as in all other cases, un- 

creases or reduces water availability d~wns t r eam.~~  Our attempt to underst ocal communities have some reliable estimates or guarantees, they will not 

this question indicated that the impact is very context-, technology. and insti st in the difficult and lengthy task of biodiversity conservation. And again, 

tion-specific. In one case, upstream forest regeneration would reduce inflows rices to emerge in a market, property rights have to be well-defined. So do 

irrigation tanks immediately downstream of the catchment, reducing the pro communities 'own' the biodiversity in the forests around them? If so, can 

bility of irrigated summer paddy cultivation significantly and therefore reduc destroy that diversity if the payments are not enough? Or the communities 

in agricultural incomes and employment. This is contrary to the conventio on sufferance, and the payment is more like a token donation to a potential 
wisdom of forests providing psitiue hydrological services to (all) downstr What is to prevent them from taking the donation and then continuing to 

communities. Similarly, the fld control and siltation avoidance benefits y wildlife (if that is what they wanted to do in the first place)? If this means 

foreso in the Himalayas were assumed to provide to people living in the Ga licing is still required, then how do we address the fact that policing has 

floodplains have now been questioned extensively (CSE 1992). O f  course, cally been of limited effectiveness in wildlife areas? That the Sariska forests 

cific cases such as of protection of forests in reservoir catchments benefit tact but the tigers were missing? All the monitoring issues that are already 

quality for Simla town water users (Vikram Dayal, personal communica t in protected area management come to the fore here. Not surprisingly, 
certainly be identified, but generalisations are not possible."' o not seem to be any real payment-based approaches to biodiversity con- 

Second, unlike the case of carbon sequestration, where the hneficiari n being tested in the field in India. What we have instead are 'compen- 

global and the actual 'buyers' are the higher-income counuies who ca or 'financial subsidy' type approaches that try in various ways to reduce 
said to have had any historical right to pollute the atmosphere, the pot &hip of those displaced by protected areas, including the World Bank's 
'buyers7 in the watershed services case are different. They are necessarily go ed "Eco-development" project. None of these projects have made much 
be based in South Asia, in downstream rural communities whose incomes y, again partly because they do not manage to deliver even the limited 
not be much higher than those of the ptent ial  recipients of the payments ation into the hands of the neediest, nor provide long-term improve- 

or who may argue that they have a historical right to the flows in the svea 
river and cannot be now asked to pay for these flows. The problem with the restingly, an alternative approach that focuses on the more tangible man- 
approach is that it bypasses quesrions of what is the distribution of righ n of wildlife and biodiversity is the granting of shares in revenues from 
tween upsueam and downstream or local and offsite beneficiaries of a se . In the case of Nepal, as with community forestry, there is legislatively 

- 
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mandated sharing of tourism revenues. While the results are far from perfect ( e the loss of forests often hurts them the most, that the lack of clearly defmed 
Straede and Helles 2000 for the case ofRoyal Chitwan National Park), it is t ts for different stakeholders and ways of democratically balancing between 

puzzling why no attempts at revenue sharing have been made in India. Ra has been the core problem of forestry in India, and specifically the inability 
than removing and rehabilitating villagers from the protected area back ocal community to say no to forest conversion applications received from 
some agricultural context, why were the villagers not given the right to con g and industry was the bigger problem with the FCA, not the inadequate 

and manage eco-tourism? Why is it that tourism is either managed by the s unt paid for compensatory afforestation. 
agencies or large businessmen and entrepreneurs from neighbouring towns, econd, in laying down a tentative value of 5-9 lakh Rslha as the NPV that 

local households simply providing wage labour in both cases? This goes bac supposedly derived from some study in Himachal Pradesh, it not only ac- 
the highly differentiated social context and the challenge that is poses to an d the welfare economic mentioned in section 0 wherein 'values' 
stitutional innovation. Without denying this challenge, one can argue that measured by some external, objective agency, but also swallowed the de- 
ism is at least much more tangible an activity and a 'buyer' than receiving economics underpinning these studies and the flawed concept of "Total 
from an distant central government for ourputs that cannot be measured. mic Value." The notion of total economic value o'f forests floated by econ- 

ts (I think initially as a pedagogic device) inadvertently suggests that the 
ent values (direct use values, indirect use values, existence values) can be 

CAMPA: Return to the Dark Ages d up to get the total value. But as the matrix in Table 1 shows, the relation- 
between the values or benefits are not all complementary. When certain 

Over the past two and a half decades, while activists, academics and donors w s of benefits increase, others often decrease. Unfortunately, the study referred 
analysing and debating different approaches to decentralised management of the CourtZZ have added up all values,23 made strong assumptions about cur- 
ests and more recently as the usefulness of PES as a way of adding to the use patterns being sustainable, used market prices to impute value of fire- 
nomic stake of local communities, the Supreme Court and the forest bureau and grazing in remote areas, and most problematic of all, used a completely 
have gone in a rather different direction. They have focused on the fisca ous value of Rs. 5.2 lakh/ha of forest cover as the annual value of watershed 
rangements for forestry, and have come up with a series of measures that es, to end up with a total annual economic value of Rs.7.43 l ak l~ lha .~~ 
mind-boggling in their scope but also their flimsy basis and blissful ignoran ird, by asking that these payments be deposited into a central fund to be 
the ongoing debates. The bureaucracy was always sceptical of JFM and w nly for afforestation, the Court strengthened the idea that the 'loss' that oc- 
to revert to its simplistic, heavily-funded 'afforestation or tree planting' m ting model of forestry as a simple tree-~lanting oriented activity that just 
forestry. It therefore continued to draw up "National Forestry Action P1 money to be thrown at it. While clearly there are areas which require in- 

are long on spending and short on community involvement and t in order to regenerate, it is also clear that unless they are coupled with 
lent on tenurial issues. Subsequently, they have paid lip-service to co a1 institutions that will plan, protect and use the regenerated forest in 
volvement by setting up Forest Development Agencies as supposedly run, the investments will be little more than an employment programme 
of the JFM committees, through which funds will be channelled for tree pl ce of corruption, like most other government schemes. 

In parallel, the Supreme Court in its wisdom decided to provide an setting a tentative figure of Rs. 5-9 lakh/ha, the Court did set up a com- 
mistic twist to it the Forest Conservation Act. When forest is converted eaded by Kanchan Chopra to recommend better figures. The Chopra 
forest through the procedures laid down in this Act, the applicant was re report (Chopra et al. 2006) tried to make several improvements in 
pay for 'compensatory afforestation'. The Court decided that this was ina ology. It made major improvements to the figures used, recommended 
and that the applicant must pay the 'full net present value (NPV)' of the the relative proportions of different benefits depending upon the type 
the process, the Court did several things. First, it effectively pushed a and further recommended that the NPV collected should be split into 
decision (about the broad question of whether converting forests into (Central, state and local) to compensate losses to different levels of . 
in a particular location was societally acceptable) into more of an econ ers. Unfortunately, the Court in its wisdom rejected at least two key rec- 
cision. It again did not recognise that forests have multiple stakeholde tions-the variations by forest type and the need for a local fund. And 
ferent scales, that the local stakeholders have historically been given sho asked the central government to then put its orders into law, to which 
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rhe government has responded alacritously by drafting the CAMPA (Co 
s a w  Afforestsation Fund Management and Planning Authority) bill that 
further strengthen the conventional model of forestry. The 11 th Finance 
mission has endorsed the idea of transfer payments to states with higher 
areas, the funds for CAMPA (unspent amounts from the compensatory affor 
tion and NPV charges) have already crossed Rs.10,000 crores, and the go 
ment is hoping to scale this up to Rs.25,000 crores by linking up with EU c 
markets (Nitin Sethi, pers.comm.), and route all the money through the 
into a massive "GREEN INDIA" programme. After two and a half deca 
pushing for decentralisation, of giving incentives to local communities, o 
to come to terms with the multiplicity of meanings of 'forest', it appears 
have now come a full circle. 

Concluding Remarks 

Debates on the economics of forestry in India have moved in different and so 
times disconnected ways. After decades of financial analysis of plantations 
forest-based industries, the focus shifted in the 1990s to the question of 
ble economic returns for communities participating in decentralised forest 
agement programmes. When the programmes stagnated and the returns pr 
elusive, policy wonks proposed PES from carbon and watershed services as 
panacea. In the meantime, with the Supreme Court getting involved in 
decisions about forest management and conversion, we see a return to a 
centralised and fiscal approach that is oblivious to the previous debates. 
debates are linked only by the mercenary use by the state of institutions 
in the decentraIiied forest management as simply channels to spend public 
on tree planting. 

As long as the focus is simply on pouring money into tree pits and n 
one may as well forget the question of incentives and go home. At some 
however, the debate will come back to a more meaningful level: whethe 
because forest rights committees set up under the STOFDA demand greate 
nomic rights or whether donors try to link carbon funds with rural pov 
viation objectives. At that point, the question of economic returns will 
the fore. When it does, I would argue that focusing on increasing income 
tangible forest products might be more fruidul an approach than focus 
tangible and ambiguous ecosystem services and their 'markets'. I have a 
to demonstrate above both approaches have to any way confront the sub 
within the simple notions of "forestsn and "forest-dependent communities 
also engage with the question of institutional arrangements that critically s 
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ery realization and the distribution of benefits-whether from products or 
services. Clarifying and re-distributing forest tenure without radical changes 

institutional arrangements will mean that national, economic incentives 
vestments will get misdirected and misappropriated. 
another level, the dilemma seems to be whether forest management 

d be thought of as a question of livelihood enhancement or enhancing net 
mic welfare, or one of environmental governance. Those subscribing to the 
r focus on market development, prices, costs, etc. Those subscribing to the 
focus on the distribution of rights between beneficiaries, the assignment of 

ibilities and environmental and social conditionalities, etc. Perhaps the 
is that it is not eitherlor: it is the development of equitable and sustain- 
elihoods within a wider setting of environment5lly sound and fair gover- 
and an even wider belief in an environmentally and socially just society. 
such visions take root and permeate our institutions, economic calcula- 

nd valuations will not translate into meaningful change on the ground- 
logies or livelihoods. 
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